We present an energy-scaling experiment on a femtosecond infrared pulse using dual-chirped optical parametric amplification (DC-OPA). A total output energy exceeding 100 mJ with 36-fs pulse duration was achieved in the infrared region, which is the highest energy ever reported for an ultrafast optical parametric amplifier scheme. We also discuss the generation of high-energy 15-30-THz pulses through difference frequency generation between chirped signal and idler pulses based on DC-OPA. By manipulating the phase of a seed pulse in the DC-OPA system, the spectral phase of a THz pulse can be indirectly controlled precisely, which is very helpful for compressing THz pulses.
Introduction
High-Energy infrared (IR) femtosecond lasers are attracting considerable attention in strong-field physics, such as for the scaling of the Keldysh parameter [1] for investigating strong-field ionization, investigating the effect of the magnetic component of laser fields [2] , studying the role of the coulomb potential in electron ionization and revisiting [3] , and so forth [1] , [4] . In particular, for high-order harmonic generation (HHG), which is an ideal method of generating a tabletop XUV/soft-x-ray source through the interaction between an intense laser field with atoms or molecules [4] - [6] , a high-energy IR femtosecond laser source is a highly desirable tool for extending the photon energy of HHG [7] - [10] . In HHG, the maximum photon energy, which is called the cutoff, is given by I p +3.17 U p , where I p is the ionization potential of atoms and U p is the ponderomotive energy, which is written as U p = 9.38 × 10 −14 [W/cm 2 ] λ 2 [μm] [11] . From the cutoff formula of HHG, an IR laser, which has a longer wavelength than a widely employed Ti:sapphire laser (central wavelength near 800 nm), is the most efficient way of generating a soft-x-ray pulse (e.g., 280-530 eV, which is called the 'water window'). As a significant demonstration of extending the cutoff using a long- wavelength laser, Takahashi et al. have reported harmonic radiation extending up to a photon energy of 0.5 keV using a high-energy IR pulse [7] . Meanwhile, the generation of microjoule-class isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs) by HHG has been achieved using an infrared two-color gating (IR-TCG) method [12] , [13] , which is expected to have good energy scalability. By employing more powerful IR and NIR femtosecond lasers in the IR-TCG method, more intense IAPs can be obtained. For the above reasons, high-energy femtosecond IR pulses have been strongly desired. However, the output energies of IR femtosecond laser sources (duration shorter than 10 optical cycles) using standard optical parametric amplification (OPA) [14] - [17] , optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) [18] - [22] , and frequency-domain OPA (FOPA) [23] have been limited to few mJ to 10-mJ in the 1-2 μm wavelength range. In the high-frequency THz range (e.g., 10-30-THz with a wavelength of 10-30 μm), the pulse energy is only of microjoule order [24] , [25] .
To obtain 100-mJ-order femtosecond IR pulses, a dual-chirped optical parametric amplification (DC-OPA) scheme was theoretically proposed [26] and experimentally demonstrated in Refs. [27] , [28] . In the DC-OPA scheme, temporal durations of broadband pump and seed pulses are stretched in order to avoid damaging nonlinear crystals during energy-scaling. This is the reason that this OPA method is dubbed dual-chirped OPA (DC-OPA). In addition, by manipulating chirps of seed and pump pulses, a good phase-match can be obtained across the spectra of seed and pump pulses. Thus, a high conversion efficiency and a broad spectrum can be maintained during an energyscaling. In our previous report, we reported the generation of a total output energy of ∼30 mJ in the 1-2 μm wavelength range with a pulse duration of shorter than 30 fs. In this paper, we report a further increase in the total output energy to more than 100 mJ by energy scaling of the DC-OPA. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a femtosecond IR laser with an output energy exceeding 100 mJ in the 1-2 μm wavelength range with a pulse duration shorter than 40 fs. The total conversion efficiency of our DC-OPA system is higher than 30%. Hence, DC-OPA is highly efficient and has excellent energy-scaling ability for obtaining even joule-level IR fs pulses [28] . In addition, we discuss a procedure for obtaining a 10-mJ-class THz (15-30-THz) pulses using dual-chirped difference frequency generation (DC-DFG) between high-energy chirped signal and idler pulses after the DC-OPA system. To precisely control the spectral phase of these THz pulses, an indirect method of spectral phase control is employed, which will be very useful for compressing few-cycle or even single-cycle THz pulses.
Experimental Results of DC-OPA

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . This laser system was originally constructed for our CEP-stabilized 10 Hz, 16 TW laser system [29] . The pump laser starts from a 1 kHz Ti:sapphire laser system with a center wavelength of 800 nm. The spectrum supports a transform-limited (TL) pulse duration of 24 fs (FWHM). Then the pulses are split into two beams in front of the pulse compressor. One beam is compressed to 25 fs (FWHM) using a grating compressor. A 3 mJ compressed pulse is utilized to pump a two-stage OPA system (TOPAS Prime, Coherent Inc.), which can produce central-wavelength-tunable 1.16-1.6 μm signal and 1.6-2.6 μm idler pulses. In this paper, only signal pulses are employed for seeding the two-stage DC-OPA system. The pulse duration and spectrum phase of the seed pulse are controlled by an acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF, Dazzler from Fastlite). Then, the seed pulse is sent to the DC-OPA system, in which β-BaB 2 O 4 (BBO) crystals with type-II (θ = 26.7°) or type-I (θ = 19.9°) phase-matched cutting angles are employed in both stages. The apertures of the BBO crystals for the first and second stages are 10 × 10 mm 2 and 20 × 20 mm 2 , respectively. An uncompressed pulse with 1.5 mJ energy from the 1 kHz Ti:sapphire laser is further amplified to a maximum pulse energy of 440 mJ after passing through a 10 Hz multipass power amplifier, which is used as a pump pulse for the DC-OPA system. The pulse duration of the 10 Hz pulses is manipulated by changing the separation between two gratings inside another compressor. After the compressor, the beam diameter of the 10 Hz pulses with a maximum achievable energy of 310 mJ is reduced from ∼50 mm to ∼20 mm by a pair of concave/convex mirrors. 10% of the pump energy is picked up by a beam splitter for pumping in the first stage of the DC-OPA and the transmitted 90% of the pump energy is used for pumping in the second stage. In the first stage, the pump beam size is reduced by a telescope to maintain a sufficient intensity inside the BBO crystal. Meanwhile, the beam size of the seed pulse is adjusted to that of the pump pulse by a convex/concave lens pair. To achieve a broader spectrum phase-matching bandwidth, a noncollinear configuration between the pump and seed is employed. After the first stage, only the signal pulse is extracted, which is injected into the second stage of the DC-OPA system for further amplification. To achieve good spatial overlap with the pump pulse in the second stage, the beam diameter of the signal pulse after the first stage is expanded to ∼20 mm using another convex/concave lens pair. A noncollinear configuration with a small angle of less than 1°is employed to spatially separate the high-energy signal, idler, and residual pump pulses after the second stage. The high-energy signal pulse is compressed by a Brewster-angle-cut fused silica prism compressor.
Energy Scaling of IR Pulses by DC-OPA
We utilized the maximum energy of 310 mJ to pump the two-stage DC-OPA system. Type-II BBO crystals were utilized for the first and second stages. The center wavelength of the seed pulse was adjusted to 1.4 μm. The energy scalability of our DC-OPA system is shown in Fig. 2(a) . We varied the pump pulse energy for the DC-OPA system from 6 mJ to 310 mJ. The pump pulse durations were stretched accordingly to avoid damage to the BBO crystals. When the pump pulse energy was 310 mJ, its pulse duration was stretched to approximately 5.5 ps. The seed pulse duration was estimated to be 4 ps. Both the pump and seed pulses are positively chirped. BBO crystals with thicknesses of 7 mm and 5 mm are employed in the first and second stages, respectively. From Fig. 2(a) , it is clear that the output energy of the DC-OPA system almost linearly increases with the pump energy, showing excellent energy-scaling ability. The total output energy after the second stage of the DC-OPA system reached 102 mJ with a conversion efficiency of 33%. The energies of the signal and idler pulses were measured to be 61 mJ and 41 mJ, respectively. Because the DC-OPA system has excellent energy scalability with a conversion efficiency of ∼30%, the total output energy can be further increased to over 300 mJ by further increasing the pump energy to 1 J. The spectra of signal (shaded gray) and idler (shaded green) pulses with central wavelengths of 1.4 μm and 1.9 μm, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2(b) , both of which support pulse durations shorter than 40 fs.
The positively chirped signal pulse after the second stage of the DC-OPA system was compressed by a Brewster-angle-cut fused silica (SK1300) prism compressor. The spectrum phase of the compressed signal pulse, which is shown in Fig. 3(a) , was measured by spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER). The red and blue curves correspond to the spectrum and phase, respectively. Then the pulse envelope was reconstructed, as shown by the blue curve in Fig. 3(b) , which had a pulse duration of 36 fs (FWHM). To further compress the pulse duration to close to its TL duration of 26 fs (FWHM), shown by the red curve in Fig. 3(b) , more precise phase compensation must be performed by optimizing the prism compressor as well as the phase applied by Dazzler. The idler pulse was negatively chirped, which was determined by the chirp of both the pump and seed pulses [26] , [28] . The duration of the idler pulse can be compressed by an Offner stretcher, which provides a positive chirp. Since a noncollinear configuration with an angle of less than 1°was employed in the second stage, the idler pulse had a angular dispersion [15] , [18] . We found that the angular dispersion value was 0.18 mrad/nm, which must be compensated [30] . An alternative approach to avoid angular dispersion of the idler pulse is to construct the second stage in a collinear configuration. In such a case, specially designed dichroic mirrors will be necessary to spatially separate the high-energy signal, idler, and residual pump pulses.
Broadband IR Pulses by Degenerate DC-OPA
In the above experiments, BBO crystals with a type-II phase-match cutting angle were employed. In fact, a BBO crystal has a much broader phase-match bandwidth in the 1-2 μm under a type-I cutting angle [15] when it is pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser (800 nm). Moreover, OPA operated under a degenerate condition favors a broad bandwidth spectrum. Thus, we investigated the use of type-I BBO crystals in our DC-OPA system under a degenerate condition to obtain high-energy IR pulses with a broadband spectrum that supports few-cycle pulses. The pump pulse with an energy of ∼115 mJ, a beam diameter of 10 mm, and a pulse duration of ∼1.5 ps, was employed to pump the two-stage DC-OPA system. Type-I BBO crystals with thicknesses of 2 mm were employed in both stages. A broadband seed with a central wavelength of 1.6 μm was injected into the two-stage DC-OPA system. The output spectrum after the second stage is shown in Fig. 4 . The spectrum is sufficiently broad to support a three-cycle pulse duration at the central wavelength of 1.6 μm. The total conversion efficiency of DC-OPA was measured to be over 30%. But for 1.6 μm pulse alone, the efficiency was approximately 10% with a pulse energy of ∼11 mJ. This is because the phase-match angle of the second harmonic generation is the same as parametric amplification of 1.6 μm pulses. Thus, most energy of IR pulses flows to the second harmonic. From this experiment using type-I BBO, we expect to obtain 100-mJ-class, few-cycle pulses by using a joule-level pump laser.
High-Energy THz Pulse by DC-OPA
In the DC-OPA system, the temporally chirped signal and idler pulses can be used to generate high-energy THz pulses through a DFG process, hereafter referred to as dual-chirped DFG (DC-DFG). There are two main advantages of using DC-DFG to obtain a high-energy THz source. First, by employing chirped signal and idler pulses, their intensities can be maintained below the damage threshold values of nonlinear crystals in DFG. In such a case, energy scaling to generate a high-energy THz source can be expected. Second, the spectral phase of the THz pulse can be indirectly manipulated by controlling the chirps of the seed and pump in the DC-OPA system [26] , [28] , [31] . It is generally difficult to precisely manipulate the spectral phase of a high-energy THz laser directly using only bulk materials, gratings, or other phase compensation elements. In our method, the spectral phase of a THz pulse can be indirectly manipulated by precisely controlling the phase of an IR seed pulse using an AOPDF (1-2 μm) in the DC-OPA system. Such precise phase control is critical for the compression of THz pulses with few-cycle or even single-cycle TL pulse durations [32] .
In the DC-OPA process, we consider that the pump and seed pulses have linear chirps (positive or negative). Such an assumption will not affect our conclusions for pulses with high-order chirps rather than linear chirps. Then the instantaneous angular frequency of the pump and signal (same as seed) pulses can be written as below, where ω denotes the angular frequency, p , s, and i denote the pump, signal, and idler, respectively, β denotes the linear chirp rate, and t denotes the time.
Thus, the instantaneous angular frequency of an idler pulse after DC-OPA can be written as By considering (1)- (3), the temporal chirp of the THz pulse after the DFG between the signal and idler pulses is written as
From (4), it is clear that the temporal chirp (value and sign) of THz pulses after the DC-DFG process can be indirectly controlled by manipulating the chirps of the seed and pump pulses in the DC-OPA process. For example, positively chirped THz pulses can be obtained by employing positively chirped seed and negatively chirped pump pulses, or by employing a positively chirped seed with a two times larger chirp as the positively chirped pump pulse. Another interesting point is that a chirp-free THz pulse can be obtained if 2β s = β p . Under such a condition, a compressor for the THz pulse is not necessary. However, the spectrum bandwidth of the THz pulses will be small. In fact, the bandwidth after the DC-DFG process is not only determined by spectra bandwidth of signal and idler pulses, phase-match bandwidth of crystals, collinear or noncollinear configurations, but also more prominently by chirps of signal and idler pulses. Chirps of signal and idler pulses with opposite signs favour broad spectrum bandwidth of THz pulses after the DC-DFG process [26] . Furthermore, a more complex chirp for a THz pulse can be obtained by precisely controlling the chirp of the seed pulse using an AOPDF. Thus, a higher-order dispersion (e.g., TOD, FOD) for a THz pulse can be indirectly controlled precisely, which is very useful for compressing a THz pulse. Note that it is not necessary to employ an MIR AOPDF (e.g., Dazzler system UWB-3500-7000, Fastlite) to manipulate the spectral phase of a THz pulse in our DC-DFG method after DC-OPA.
A designed experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 , which consists of a three-stage DC-OPA system. THz pulses can be generated through DFG between either temporally chirped signal and idler pulses after the second stage or between different spectrum components of the signal pulse after the third stage. To obtain a THz pulse between 15-30 THz via DFG, we can use nonlinear crystals, such as AgGaSe 2 (AGSe), AgGaS 2 (AGS), LiGaS 2 (LGS), LiGaSe 2 (LGSe), and LiInS 2 (LIS). Normally, it is difficult to manufacture a large aperture for these crystals. However, we can employ a high-energy pump pulse for DFG by using temporally chirped signal and idler pulses even though the crystal size is small. In other words, the size of the nonlinear crystal does not limit the pump energy for DFG. Therefore, we can easily scale up the pump energy for generating the THz pulse by combining DC-OPA. At 30-THz (10 μm), AGS, LGS, and LGSe crystals have a slightly lower transmission for signal and idler pulses. LIS might be a suitable crystal for generating pulses with a wavelength shorter than 8 μm. AGSe crystal has the highest transmission (the transmission of AGSe in the range of 0.7-18 μm is higher than 90% for 10 mm thickness). To obtain a 30-THz pulse through DC-DFG, one approach is to employ 1.485 μm (signal) and 1.735 μm (idler) pulses with durations of 3 ps after the second stage of the DC-OPA system, whose intensities are similar. The maximum acceptable laser intensity for the AGSe crystal is ∼20 GW/cm 2 , as estimated using the empirical square root scaling law [33] . Thus, a maximum total energy of ∼70 mJ can be employed for DFG using a commercially available AGSe crystal with an aperture size of 12 × 12 mm 2 . The cutting angle of AGSe crystal is 54.3°(1485.0(e)−1735.0(o)− > 10305.9(o)). A conversion efficiency of ∼8% can be obtained using a 2-mm-thick AGSe crystal, as estimated under a phase-matched condition [34] . Hence, a ∼5 mJ pulse energy at 30-THz can be generated. The carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of the 30-THz pulse is stabilized since the CEP of our high-energy 10 Hz Ti:sapphire laser system can be actively stabilized [29] , [35] . The other approach is to use different spectrum components (1200 nm and 1350 nm) of the signal pulse after the third stage of the DC-OPA system to generate THz pulses. In such a case, the pulse energy used for DFG is smaller because only the signal pulse is employed. However, there are two other advantages. One is that the beam quality of the 30-THz pulse will be higher because a signal pulse generally has a higher beam quality than an idler pulse after an OPA system. The other advantage is that the CEP of the 30-THz pulse is passively stabilized through the DFG process [36] . Hence, it is not necessary to stabilize the CEP of the high-energy Ti:sapphire laser system. In the DC-DFG method, it is clear that the output energy of 30-THz can be further scaled up by employing higher-energy pulses with their pulse durations further stretched. Thus, it is possible to obtain 10-mJ-order-THz pulses using 100 mJ signal and idler pulses after DC-OPA. The durations of signal and idler pulses need to be stretched to ∼20 ps and a thicker crystal is necessary to maintain a high conversion efficiency. The duration of a 30-THz pulse tuned to be positively chirped can be compressed using BaF 2 or NaCl bulk materials, which have high transmission at 30-THz and group velocity dispersion (GDD) values of −3195 fs 2 /mm and -1346 fs 2 /mm, respectively. Precise compensation of the higher-order dispersion can be indirectly controlled using an NIR AOPDF (1-2 μm) as discussed above.
Summary
We successfully scaled up the output energy of our DC-OPA to the 100 mJ class. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 100-mJ-class IR laser source with pulse duration of shorter than 40 fs. Excellent energy scalability of the DC-OPA system with a conversion efficiency of higher than 30% was confirmed. Further scaling up of the pulse energy, to even joule level, is feasible by using a joule-class pump pulse. The 100-mJ-class pulses can be compressed to near-TL durations using a Brewster-angle-cut fused silica prism compressor. Naturally, different crystals can be employed by DC-OPA for the energy scaling of pulses at different wavelengths. DC-OPA can be universally applied to the energy scaling of IR pulses in OPA. For example, BiB 3 O 6 (BiBO) and YCa 4 O(BO 3 ) 3 (YCOB) are promising for obtaining high-energy, few-cycle pulses in the 1-2 μm wavelength range. KTiOAsO 4 (KTA) and MgO-doped LiNbO 3 can be employed to generate pulses in the wavelength range of 2-4 μm.
We also discussed the generation of high-energy 15-30-THz pulses using a DFG process after DC-OPA. AGSe is a suitable nonlinear crystal for generating a 30-THz pulse. To control the chirp (or spectrum phase) of THz pulses, indirect chirp control of pump and seed pulses in the DC-OPA process can be employed as discussed. Control of the higher-order chirp of THz pulses, which is important for compressing few-cycle or single-cycle THz pulses, can be achieved by controlling the higher-order chirp of a seed pulse using an AOPDF in the DC-OPA process.
